
Circle Swim Diagram 
 

Circle swimming is the norm at most organized Masters workouts. Notice in the diagram 
that it is not a true circle, but you get the point. Outdoor pools are different than indoor 
pools, and old pools are different than new pools, but they tend to follow a basic design 
that serves their intended users: black lines on the bottom indicate the center of each 
lane, and black crosses mark each wall. Use these markings in the pool just as drivers 
use them on the road. 

 

 

 



Here are some of the major no-nos and yes-yeses of 
swim practice 

  
Safety always comes first, and swimming's first rule is never to swim alone. Because 
you will always be swimming with other people, offer them the type of respect you wish 
to receive. Swim friendly. Also, always follow the directions of lifeguards and pool staff, 
as they can see and anticipate things that you cannot. 
 
If you know how to drive, then you know how to swim within floating lane lines. 
Swimmers tend to self-organize into lanes by speed, and you'll want to seek a lane 
according to your speed and ability. If you need to stop swimming during the workout, 
“pull over” at the wall. Move out of the way of other swimmers by sliding into a corner. 
Don't hang onto the lane line—you will get a parking ticket. 
 

Don't: 
• Dive  
• Use the starting blocks independently 
• Swim down the middle of a lane 
• Remain stationary in the lane, except at the wall 
• Stand or hold onto the wall in the middle of the lane 
• Grab another swimmer 
• Push off the wall immediately before or after another swimmer—no 

tailgating! 
• Do your own thing in a lane that is following a prescribed set or 

workout. 

Do: 
• Enter the water feet first. This is mandatory for all Masters 

swimmers 
• Dive only from the starting blocks, when instructed by your coach 
• Circle swim, staying always to the right of the lane, only moving 

toward the center when ready to turn at the wall 
• Leave the pool if unable to continue swimming 
• Scoot to the corner of the lane while standing or holding onto the 

wall 
• Tap a swimmer's toes in front of you, indicating that you wish to 

pass at the next turn 
• Allow 5 seconds between swimmers. 
• Be sure you are getting in the right lane. Ask the coach to explain 

how the team works (lanes, workouts, etc.). 
 

Swim the set as given, or as your lane has decided to alter it (it is Masters 
after all). Do not be the visitor who is "doing their own thing." You all 
know what I mean. 

 

 


